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PORTUGUESE-JAPANESE LANGUAGE CONTACT

IN 16th CENTURY JAPAN

Akira Kono
Osaka University of Foreign Studies

The aim of this paper is twofold. The first section of the paper outlines
the three different stages of Portuguese-Japanese language contact. The second
section will discuss the etymology of one of the loanwords which presumably
entered Portuguese lexicon from Japanese in the first stage of Portuguese-
Japanese language contact, namely, bonzo, which has traditionally provoked
some controversy as to its etymon.

As we will see in the discussion of the third stage of Portuguese-Japanese
language contact, it is rather straightforward to settle the problem of etymon
in recent borrowing. However, attention must be paid to diachronic studies of
Sixteenth Century Japanese, in the first stage of Portuguese-Japanese language
contact, in order to solve the problem of the etymology of Japanese loanwords.

1. Historically, there are three stages of Portuguese-Japanese language
contact. The first stage occurred in Sixteenth Century Japan. Portuguese docu-
ments written by Portuguese missionaries at that time are full of Japanese loan-
words. Most of these Japanese loanwords were the words which denote things
Japanese. For example, Luís Fróis used a Japanese word tatami, a floor mat of
rice straw, in the following passage from his Historia de Japam.

“Forão em companhia daquelle fidalgo athé huma camara, onde
el-rey ordinariamente via os embaixadores e gente que vinha de
fora; e, hindo diante delle, prostrados sobre os tatamis, lhe
fizerão duas vezes reverencia.”1

Lexical borrowing at that time was not a one-way phenomenon, specif-
ically from Japanese to Portuguese, but also from Portuguese to Japanese as
João Rodrigues notes in Arte da Lingoa de Iapam.

1 Wicki, 1976, p. 31, emphasis mine.

 



“Porque na lingoa de Iapam faltam algu[m]as palauras pera explicar
muytas cousas nouas que o sagrado Euangelho traz consigo, he
necessario ou enuentar de nouo, o que em Iapam he difficil, ou
tomalas da nossa lingoa corrompendoas conforme melhor cayr, na
pronunciaçam de Iapam ficando como naturais. E porque a lingoa
portuguesa, combina muyto com a Iapam, em muytas syllabas & na
pronunciaçan, comu[m]mente della se pode[m] tomar os taes
nomes, posto que tambem alguns se tomaram da latina. Estes nomes
ou sam que pertencem a Deus, aos sanctos, ou as virtudes & a
algu[m]as outras cousas de que carecem.” 2

Japanese Christian documents in Sixteenth Century Japan were actually
written with many loanwords from Portuguese and Latin. For example,
Dochiriina-Kirishitan (Doctrina Christão, 1591) contains words such as
hiidesu (fides), esuperansa (esperança), deusu (Deus), katekizumo (cate-
quismo), karidaade (caridade), bondaade (bondade), etc.

The first stage of Portuguese-Japanese language contact ended after the
Jesuits were expelled from Japan and the consequent prohibition of
Christianity. Afterwards, Japan’s only link with the West was maintained with
Protestant Dutch traders. As a consequence, Dutch loanwords were to prevail
in Japanese language.

After more than 250 years, Portuguese-Japanese language contact
resumed, this time in Brazil, with Japanese immigration to Brazil in 1908. As is
often the case with other immigrants, Japanese immigrants in Brazil allowed
themselves to assimilate to Brazilian culture and language, although there were
efforts to maintain their own culture and language in their newly-adopted
country. As Weinreich pointed out in regard to the immigrant language, “the
novelty of the habitat creates a need among the immigrants for adequate new
vocabulary” and “the social and cultural disorientation of the immigrants
undermines their inertial resistance to excessive borrowing into their
language”.3 Japanese language as is spoken by Japanese immigrants in Brazil is
no exception. Japanese immigrants’ speech has adopted mainly those Portuguese
words which are directly related to their daily life, such as mesa, cama, faca,
ônibus, batata, tomate, camarada (meaning rural worker), enxada, etc.

Lexical borrowing from Brazilian Portuguese is found not only in their
spoken language but also in their written language. Japanese-language print
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2 f. 179.
3 Weinreich, 1974, p. 91.

 



media edited in São Paulo, Brazil, for example, are filled with Portuguese
loanwords in their local news sections.

It is interesting to note that in the second stage of Portuguese-Japanese
language contact, lexical borrowing was not a one-way phenomenon either,
although borrowing from Japanese into Brazilian Portuguese vocabulary was
carried out to a much lesser degree. Consequently, words such as nissei (a
second generation meaning a person of Japanese descent born and raised in
Brazil), sansei (a third generation meaning a child of nissei) and poncã (citrus
fruit originated from Japan) entered the Brazilian Portuguese vocabulary
during this period.

The third stage of Portuguese-Japanese language contact is now evident
in present-day Japan. Following the Japanese government’s revision of
Japanese immigration law in 1990, many descendants of Japanese immigrants
to Brazil returned to Japan as factory workers, due mainly to a labor shortage
in Japan at the beginning of the decade and economic slump in Brazil at that
time. Although of Japanese descent, most of these second and third-generation
Japanese Brazilians, known as “dekassegui”, a Japanese term meaning tempo-
rary worker, have limited or even no knowledge or command of the Japanese
language. These Portuguese speakers with Japanese faces have undergone a
reverse process of having to adapt to a new habitat and the language their
ancestors had once abandoned.

Portuguese language spoken in Japan by these Brazilians of Japanese
descent are strongly characterized by many loanwords from Japanese
language, especially those terms which are somehow related to their daily life
in Japan. Since the influx of these Brazilians of Japanese descent, Portuguese-
language press, with articles full of Japanese loanwords in their Portuguese
texts, appeared in Japan to cater for Brazilian readership. Words such as
dekassegui, yakin (night shift), hirukin (day shift), kyukei (coffee break),
zangyo (overtime work), shacho (president of a company), hancho (group
leader in a factory) are typical examples.

As in the former stages of Portuguese-Japanese language contact,
language contact is not a one-way process, and recently we have begun to
witness several loanwords from Brazilian Portuguese entering Japanese
lexicon. Due mainly to the distance which separates Japan from Brazil, there
has been little contact between Japanese and Brazilians on a day-to-day basis,
however after the influx of a large number of Brazilians into local Japanese
communities and accompanying appearance of Brazilian shops and restau-
rants in local towns, in addition to the popularity of soccer and Brazilian
players in Japan, Brazilian culture began to exert some influence on Japanese
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people. Although of a limited scope, words like sereson (selecção), kapiton
(capitão), boranchi (volante), marishia (malícia) are seen in Japanese sports
magazines and shurasuko (churrasco), feijon (feijão), pinga (pinga), and
rodijio (rodízio) appear in menus written in Japanese.

Despite having no relation to this stage of Portuguese-Japanese
language contact, the word fado can be considered a consolidated loanword
from European Portuguese (recent borrowing), and azulejo is now entering
Japanese lexicon with increased number of Japanese tourists visiting Portugal.

2. This section revisits the first stage to discuss a number of issues
related to the etymology of the Portuguese word bonzo.

In his 1980 paper titled “The Etymology of Portuguese bonzo”, which
was translated into Portuguese and published in Anais of the Japanese
Association of Luso-Brazilian Studies,4 the late Professor Tai Whan Kim
attempted to lend support to the traditional interpretation, namely, Japanese
bozu as the etymon of Portuguese bonzo.

After succinctly summarizing previous discussions on the etymology of
Portuguese bonzo, Kim suggests Japanese bozu as the etymon of Portuguese
bonzo, “in light of important new publications that have recently appeared in
Japan, namely, the Nippo-Jisho, a Japanese translation of the Vocabvlario Da
Lingoa De Iapam (Nagasaki 1603), and Okamura’s new translation of
Mendes Pinto’s Peregrinaçam (Lisbon 1614).”5 In those publications which
Kim had consulted, Portuguese bonzo has been translated systematically as
bozu by Japanese translators.

In previous examinations of Kim’s 1980 paper, I argue that Okamura’s
Japanese translation of Pinto’s Peregrinaçam consistently renders Portuguese
bonzo as bozu and is rather weak in directly supporting the hypothesis that
the etymon of Portuguese bonzo is Japanese bozu, as she skillfully avoids
giving a final conclusion regarding bonzo by using what is called in Japanese,
the Furigana system. That is, using kana-letters of the Japanese phonetic
syllabary written at the side of Chinese ideographs.

Now, twenty-one years after Kim’s discussion on the etymology of Portuguese
bonzo, I hope to add some extra insights to the solution of this problem.

2.1. In brief, the point at issue here is whether Portuguese bonzo is a
borrowing of the Japanese bozu or bonso.
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4 Kim, 1980b.
5 Kim, 1980a.



Phonetically, one of the difficulties in deriving Portuguese bonzo from
Japanese bozu lies in the nasalization of the vowel, on instead of o. In this
regard, it is important to note the following observations by João Rodrigues
in his Arte da Lingoa de Iapam (Nagasaki, 1604). In the section titled
“ERROS NOS ACCENTOS, E pronunciaçam”,6 Rodrigues observes that:

“Item em luga(r) de hum meio til, ou sonsonete que requerem
alguas palavras como se dira avante no modo de pronunciar, nam
se ponha, N, ou til distinto. Vt, por Toga, Vareraga, Nagasaqui,
dizer, Tonga, Vareranga, Nangasaqui, &c.”7

Also, in the section, “REGRA TERCEIRA DA VOGAL, ante, D, Dz,
G.”8 Rodrigues observes that:

“Toda a vogal, antes de, D, Dz, G, sempre se pronuncia como
com hum meio til, ou sonsonete que se forma dentro dos narizes
o qual toca algum tanto no til. Vt, Mada, mido, madoi, nadame,
nadete, nido, madzu, agjuai, aguru, agaqu, caga, fanafada,
fagama, &c.”

Rodrigues observations in his Arte da Lingoa de Iapam is, in a sense,
contradictory, not to so say confusing. Rodrigues calls readers’ attention to
the non-nasalization of the vowels, but at the same time, he observes a slight
nasalization before D, Dz, and G. In fact, as Miller points out in his book, The
Japanese Language, 9 Christian missionaries in 16th century Japan transcribed
many Japanese words, including proper nouns and place names with nasaliza-
tion, such as Condera for Kodera, Morindono for Moridono, (Y)amanguchi
for Yamaguchi, and so forth.10

In the chapter on phonology, Miller deals extensively with the historical
phonology of Japanese, of which I will not go into details here. Although what
seems pertinent to our discussion on the etymology of Portuguese bonzo is the
thesis developed by two Japanese scholars, namely Nobuya Asayama and
Atsushi Hamada. Miller summarizes their theory as follows:
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6 f. 172 v.
7 It is interesting to note that the word Nagasaki is written as Nangasaqui on the title page of Arte da
Lingoa de Iapam.
8 f. 177 v.
9 Miller, 1967.
10 Miller, 1967, p. 221.



“(...) all the voiced consonants of Old Japanese, in all position in
which they were found in the language, were articulated with a
nasal onset or pre-nasalized initial glide.”11

Miller further explains that “An essential part of the theory, (...) is the
thesis that the syllabic nasals in Japanese were essentially a development from
these omnipresent pre-nasalized consonantal onsets.”12

Once again, Miller points out that:
“Evidence for this theory is derived first of all from the well-attested conso-
nantal pre-nasalization which is shown in virtually all the missionary tran-
scriptions and other documents from the end of the sixteenth century. These
make it clear that in both south Japan and in the Kyoto area vowels before
voiced consonants, especially before – g – and – d – but also often before – b
– and – z -, were strongly nasalized. (...) By and large it escaped notice in kana
orthography, since it was a regularly present feature of articulation and hence
needed no representation in the phonemic kana writing, but of course it at
once came to the attention of foreigners attempting to ‘spell’ the language in
roman letters.”13

This phenomenon is virtually unknown in today’s standard Japanese,
but we observe some residue of this phenomenon in some regions in Japan.
According to Shogakkan’s Nihon Kokugo Daijiten, i.e. Comprehensive
Dictionary of the Japanese Language, when used with suffixes for respectful
address, san and sama, the word in question, bozu becomes bonsan and
bonsama in some regions such as in Osaka, Nara, Mie, Kochi, Tottori and
some other prefectures, while the standard Tokyo form is bosan. 

From the foregoing discussions on Japanese nasalization, the other
instance of borrowing from Japanese, namely biombo from Japanese byobu
can be explained in the same manner.

2.2. Now let us move on to discuss the etymology of Portuguese bonzo
from the semantic viewpoint.

As has been shown in Kim’s survey in his 1980 paper of dictionaries of
major European languages such as Portuguese, Spanish, English and French,
in addition to bozu, Japanese bonso has also been suggested as the etymon of
Portuguese bonzo, and implicitly for English and French bonze. It however,
has been rarely mentioned that in the case of bonso there are two words which
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are homophones. Again, according to the Comprehensive Dictionary of the
Japanese Language, one is bonso which Vocabvlario de Lingoa de Iapam
defines as “Curai naqi iyaxiqi so. Religioso commum, & sem dignidade.” It is
interesting to note, in passing, that that dictionary gives the form “bonzo” as
its variant, but it should be noted that the vowel in both “so” and “zo” is long
and it is not likely to be the etymon of Portuguese bonzo in which the final
vowel is short and attenuated.

The other bonso is the word which Kim defined as “a technical
Buddhistic term not in common use in modern Japanese.” and “a Buddhist
monk who leads a pure life, keeps austerities, virtuous monk, etc.”14 The
Comprehensive Dictionary of the Japanese Language however, denotes that
the word also is a generic term for a Buddhist monk, while the first bonso does
not have the generic sense and the word has a pejorative connotation.

With regard to the word bozu, its original meaning is, as Vocabvlario
defines correctly, “Bono nuxi. Religioso que tem sella propria, ou ermida.”
According to the Comprehensive Dictionary of the Japanese Language, the
word obtained its generic sense denoting a Buddhist monk in general after the
Muromachi period, namely from the first half of the 14th century up to the
second half of the 16th century. Vocabvlario defines the term also as
“Qualquer religioso, ou rapado.”

Perhaps, the most generic term denoting a Buddhist monk without any
pejorative connotation in modern Japanese is so or soryo. It is interesting to
note that Vocabvlario lists the word so and defines it as “Fijiri. Bonzo.”, that
is to say that by the time Vocabvlario was compiled, the Portuguese language
had already borrowed the term in its lexicon and the semantic diversification
between Portuguese bonzo and Japanese bozu had already begun, that is if we
assume that the etymon of Portuguese bonzo is Japanese bozu.

In conclusion, from the foregoing discussions from the phonological as
well as the semantic point of view, unless otherwise proven, Japanese bozu is
the most plausible etymon of Portuguese bonzo.15
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14 Kim, 1980a.
15 The second section of the paper was read at “XXIV Symposium on Portuguese Traditions” held at
University of California, Los Angeles, on April, 2001.
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Resumo

Este artigo trata de dois assuntos complementares. Em
primeiro lugar destaca três fases diferentes dos contactos entre as
línguas portuguesa e japonesa. O primeiro, nos séculos XVI e
XVII, resultou da chegada dos Portugueses ao Japão, o segundo,
no início do século XX deveu-se ao surto de emigração japonesa
para o Brasil, e o último é recente e decorre do regresso ao Japão
de muitos dos descendentes desses emigrantes. Neste artigo é
realçado o facto de em todos os casos terem ocorrido influências
nos dois sentidos. Na segunda parte analisa-se um caso especial
da primeira fase destes contactos – o caso particular da
etimologia da palavra portuguesa bonzo.

Abstract

The aim of this paper is twofold. The first section of the
paper outlines the three different stages of Portuguese-Japanese
language contact. The first took place in 16th and 17th centuries,
due to the arrival of the Portuguese in Japan; the second was the
result of Japanese immigration to Brazil in the beginning of the
20th century; finally, the present one is the consequence of the
return to Japan of many descendents of those immigrants. In this
article it is emphasized that in every stages the lexical borrowing
was not a one-way phenomenon, although the intensity was not
the same in both directions. The second section revisits the first
stage to discuss a number of issues related to the etymology of the
Portuguese word bonzo.
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